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Lecture 6 — The Purification by Overcoming Doubt (Kankhavitaranavisuddhi) 

According to A.S, (Compendium of Abhidhamma, chapter 9), Purity of Views is the 

understanding of mind and matter with respect to their characteristics, function, manifestation 

and proximate cause and Purification of Overcoming Doubts is the comprehension of the causes 

(paccaya pariggaha) of those very mind and matter. 

In other words, to abandon 16 kinds of uncertainty about the three periods of time (see M.N. 1.8= 

Mulapryayasutta: Am I? Am I not? What am I? How am I? Where from I came? Whither I go? 

etc., in past and future) and eight kinds of uncertainty in regard to eight bases of faith (attha 

saddheyya vatthu), one has to study the conditions of mentality and materiality by means of 

round of kamma (kamma vatta), round of kamma-result (kammavipaka) in accordance with death 

(cuti) and rebirth linking (patisandhi) ( see V.M, tr. Chapter 19 p. 701). 

The law of dependent origination which explains the wheel of existence according to the teaching 

of all Buddhist traditions has: (see The Path of Purification, tr. p. 668-672) 

1) Two roots: ignorance (avijja) and craving (tanha). 

2) Three time: past, present and future — past ignorance and formations, present from rebirth 

linking consciousness to becoming and future birth, aging, death, etc.  

3) Three links: between formations (sankharas) and rebirth linking consciousness is cause-fruit 

link, between feeling (vedana) and craving is fruit-cause link, and between becoming (bhava) 

and birth (jati) is again cause-fruit link. 

4) Four sections with twenty spokes:  

a. Atite hetavo pan ca — five causes in the past that make the truth of origination in the 

past (samudaya sacca), namely avijja (無明), tanha (愛), upadana (取), sankhara (行), 

kamma (業). 

b. Idani phala pancakam — now there is fivefold fruit = the truth of suffering (dukkha 

sacca); vinnana (識), nama-rupa (明色), sadayatana (六處), phasso (觸), vedana (受). 

c. Idani hetavo panca — now five causes same as the previous ones the truth of origination 

at present. 

d. Ayati phalapancakam — the truth of suffering in future.  

(See Patisambhidamagga, Ps.1. Dhammathitinana nideso explained in VM. tr. p. 669-672; 

purima kammabhavasmin moho-avijja, sankhara-ayuhana, tanha-nikanti, upadana-

upagama, cetana-bhavo. In previous kamma-process becoming delusion (moha) is 

ignorance, formations is accumulation (ayuhana), attachment is relishing (nikanti), clinging 

is embracing (upagama), becoming is volition (cetana), ... etc. 

5) Three rounds (vatta) causing it to turn: 

a. Round of kamma — sankhara (行) and bhava (有) 

b. Round of defilement (kilesa vatta) — avijja, tanha, upadana 

c. Round of result (vipaka vatta) — vinnana, nama rupa, sadayatana, phasso, vedana. 
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According to the scriptures (Anguttara Nikaya, Tika Nipata) all twelve links (nidana) of the 

dependent origination can be understood as the truth of origination of suffering since each and 

every link is explained in (Ps 1, p. 52) in terms of nine aspects making the truth of suffering stand; 

production (uppada), engagement (pavatti), (holding to) signs of objects (nimitta), accumulation 

(ayuhana), bondage (sannoga), obstacle (palibodha), origination (samudaya), cause (hetu) and 

conditions (paccaya). 

In other words they provide the base for suffering, in the form of five aggregates of clinging 

(pancupadanakhanda, 五取蕴) and craving which produces them. 

This process of suffering and it's origination named the Dependent Origination is in The Path of 

Purification (VM tr., p. 600-603) explained with the help of simile of men gathering creepers as 

fourfold: 

1) From the beginning to the end as in Mahatanhakhayasutta of the middle collection of 

discourses (M.1, p.261); avijja paccaya sankhara, etc., (define according to characteristic 相, 

function 作用, manifestation 現起 and primary cause 近因 as in VM, tr. p. 606-607); avijja 

annana (not knowing ultimate truth), sammohana (delusion about ultimate truth), chadana 

(covering the ultimate), and asava (cankers), etc., for formations and other nidanas. 

2) From the middle to the end; when delighted with feelings (delight [nikanti] is attachment 

[tanha]) there is clinging, with clinging (upadana) as condition there is becoming ...etc. 

(Also Mahatanhakhayasutta, M.1, p. 266.) 

3) From the end to the beginning; with birth as condition there is aging and death, ... with 

becoming as condition birth, etc. (same Tanhakhayasutta M.1, p. 261) 

4) From the middle to the beginning; these four nutriments (ahara 食) has craving (tanha 爱) as 

source, … craving what is it's source feeling, …, etc. ( S.N. II, p.11, Nidana samyutta). 

Furthermore we find in the Path of Purification another important explanation (see VSM, chapter 

17, p. 344: Nanasina samvarapavarasilayam sunisitena bhavacakkam appadaletva …, tr.: there is 

no one even in dream who can overcome the fear of samsara without severing the dependent 

origination, always oppressing beings like thunderbolt, with sword of knowledge (nana) 

sharpened on the whetstone of samadhi. 

In other words in order to study the conditions of nama-rupa complex in terms of five aggregates 

in eleven aspects (past, present, future, inner, outer, gross, fine, far, near, superior, inferior), one 

should be able to see and know on the base of understanding the processes of nama-rupa at 

present also their conditioning in the past and future. In accordance with all Buddhist traditions, 

the law of dependent origination should be studied in terms of three lives moment by moment as 

mentioned in Vibhanga and it's commentary Sammohavinodani. 

Only in this way the exercises expounded in chapter 20 of The Path of Purifications, namely The 

Material Septad and Immaterial Septad (Rupa sataka, Nama sataka; see VSM. tr., p.720-731) 

which presuppose a direct experience of past and future can be realized.  

The method of seeing the conditioning of the five aggregates moment by moment from past lives 

to future can be called the fifth method of learning the law of dependent origination. 
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The key to practice of the fifth method as taught in the Pa-auk monastery in Myanmar is the 

explanation of the supernatural power of recollection of past lives (pubbenivasabhinna) 

expounded in thirteen chapter of the Path of Purification. 

The recollection of past lives can however according to the Abhidhamma commentaries 

(Atthasalini) be on a limited scale accomplished even by yogis using the vehicle of vipassana 

(sukhavipassanayanika yogi). 

Here one skilled in the model of six door processes studied in the preceding lecture, revises again 

the analysis of rupas at the six bases, especially the fifty four rupas in the heart base, paying 

attention to their causes (kamma 業, citta 心, utu 時節, ahara 食) and continuity (utu, ahara). 

Then having clearly distinguished the door of mind (bhavanga), and having performed some 

significant act, he learns to send his mind to past events, starting with immediately preceding ones 

until remembering even the remote events long time ago. When images appear, he uses his 

experience from the four elements meditation to dissolve them into nama rupa complexes at the 

six doors as far as his rebirth linking consciousness (patisandhi) in this life. (See Pa-auk Sayadow: 

The light of wisdom). 

Consequently as explained in VSM, (tr. Chapter 13, p.455) he learns to see directly the dying 

consciousness of the previous life and when it has ceased also the five moments of impulsion 

(javana) that occurred immediately before the dying moment. They are called the last active 

process adjacent to death (maranasannacitta) which decides the present state of existence. This 

can be done with the help of supernatural powers samadhi or just with vipassana. 

By investigating their object (kamma 業, kamma nimitta 業相, gati nimitta 趣相), the object of 

present life's bhavanga and relinking and death consciousnesses can be determined.  

Besides with this knowledge one should also be able to determine the unwholesome thought 

process (usually lobhaditthi citta with max. 20 mental factors) which gave impulse to the last 

wholesome process (usually mahakusala, max. 34 mental factors) causing the favorable rebirth in 

the human realm. According to the similar pattern one can study many past lives and even the 

future. 

While studying one should keep the following facts in mind: 

In each act of conditioning there are three factors to be discerned (see AS tr. Bodhi, p. 304),  

they are particularly important in the method of conditional relation (patthananaya) which 

enables a detailed study of the conditioning of each and every moment of material and immaterial 

states appearing in the six door and door freed processes of cognition. 

a) Conditioning states — paccayadhamma 緣法 the phenomena that function as conditions for 

other phenomena either by producing them, by supporting them or by maintaining them. 

b) The conditioning force — paccayasatti 緣勢力 the particular way in which the conditioning 

states function as conditions for the conditioned states. 

c) The conditionally arisen states — paccayuppannadhamma 緣起生法 by conditioning states. 
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Besides, all minds that arise can be differentiated into resultant and non resultant (vipaka, avipaka 

異熟 , 非異熟 ). The first category refers to patisandhi, cuti, bhavanga, pancavinnana, 

sampaticchana, santirana, tadalambana. The mind moments which are vipaka have all past 

causes that we have mentioned = ignorance, attachment, clinging, formations, kamma , besides 

having the present causes being base (vatthu), object (alambana), touch (phasso), attention 

(manasikara) and light, space, water, wind and earth elements for eye, ear, tongue, smell and 

body consciousnesses respectively. 

The mind moments which are not vipaka have present causes only. They are either wholesome or 

unwholesome or functional, adverting to five doors (pancadvaravajjana), mind door adverting 

(manodvaravajjana-votthapana), impulsion mind moments (javana). 

Starting from the moment of conception (patisandhi): 

 rupa aggregate (30 rupas hadaya 心物, kaya 身请色 and bhava dasaka 性色心物, 各十法

色聚 )  

 rupa aggregate at conception is effect (paccayuppannadhamma) due to five past causes ; 

ignorance etc. 

 similarly patisandhi feeling and conceptualization aggregate is the effect of the same five 

past causes plus three present causes — heart base, object and touch — patisandhi 

manosamphassa (34 caitas). 

As to the formations aggregate, it has two ways of counting. Either as volition or as all mental 

dharmas except feeling and conceptualization. Otherwise same as feeling and conceptualization. 

As to consciousness aggregate it has the same five past causes, but the present causes are beside 

heart base and object nama (33 mental dharmas excluding consciousness) and rupa (30). 

According to Abhidhamma after patisandhi citta 15 or 16 bhavangas appear, then arises an 

unwholesome mental process called “relishing existence (bhava nikanti citta)”, which establishes 

the new being in samsara. It runs as follow: 

(a) Manodvaravajjana, rupa khanda, five kinds of rupa kalapas, the three mentioned plus 

cittaja atthama and utujaatthamaka arisen in the first bhavanga moment, altogether 46 rupa 

dhammas, first three born of kamma with 5 past causes, two following only present mind and 

climate. Other aggregates also only present causes; object, heart base and touch (bhavanga 

manosamphassa 34, manodvaravajjana 12) 

(b) First Javana: rupa same present and past causes nama; only present causes feeling and 

conceptualization aggregate; heart base, object-new state of existence, 3 kinds of touch; 

bhavanga 34, manodvaravajjana=ayonisomanasikara 不如理作意 12, javana 速行心 20, 

following second javana 4 kinds of touch, previous three plus second javana, similarly other 

javanas four kinds of touch each. As to sankhara khanda always two ways of calculation 

mentioned and consciousness aggregate as usual also nama rupa as cause. 

If a five-door process appears in later stages it can be also analyzed in terms five aggregates 

cause and effect as follow: 
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 Pancadvaravajjana 向無 rupa khanda kamma born rupa five past causes, mind, climate and 

nutrition are the present causes of three kinds of mind, climate and nutrition born kalapas with 

eight basic constituents. Altogether 54 rupas born of four causes. 

 Pancadvara nama has only present causes: heart base (54), object color etc. 2 kinds of touch, 

bhavanga and pancadvaravajjana. 

 Eye consciousness (cakkhuvinnana) rupa khanda in case of kamma produced five past causes, 

plus three present causes — mind, climate and nutrition. 

 Nama vedana etc., has five past causes, ignorance, etc., five present — heart base (54), object, 

cakkhusamphassa, light and attention pancadvaravajjana which initiates the process of 

cognition — vithi patipadaka manasilkara. For formations two ways of calculation, for 

consciousness nama-rupa. 

 Receiving consciousness (sampaticchana) rupa same as eye consciousness, nama five past 

causes, three present; heart base, object, 2 kinds of touch — cakkhuvinnana plus 

sampaticchana. 

 Investigating consciousness; same as preceding with 3 kinds of touch, cakkhu, sampaticchana, 

santirana. 

 Determining consciousness (votthapana) nama has no past causes, present causes three with 

three kinds of touch — cakkhu (8), santirana (11), Votthapana (11). 

 First Javana — Mahakusala (34), rupa same past and present causes, nama only 4 present 

causes; 

 heart base (54), cakkhuvinnana (8), color object, yoniso manasikara (12) — votthapana 

 If the color is clear tadarammana, rupa same, nama five past causes and three present; heart 

base, object, three kinds of touch; eye consciousness (8), tadarammana (34) and last 7th 

javana (34). 

 In this way the causes of each rupa and nama appearing in the 6 door processes or in process 

freed mind can be analyzed according to causes and conditions.  

In Pali Abhidhamma, the dependent origination is explained by two methods (see AS, tr. Bodhi,  

p. 293). 

1) The method of dependent arising (paticcasamuppadanayo) — 12 linear causes (nidana)  

2) The method of conditional relations (patthananayo) — 24 conditional relations (paccayas), 

discussed with reference to specific causal efficiency of the conditions. 

The twenty-four conditions (see AS Bhikkhu Bodhi tr., p.303) staring with root condition (hetu 

paccayo) and ending with non-disappearance condition (avigata paccayo) are combined to 

explain every moment of nama rupa in the cognition processes in which they appear. 

Thus many conditions can appear together (as many as eighteen or more according to the system 
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of counting) explaining in what ways in the cognition processes mind relates to mind (or becomes 

condition for mind), mind relates to mind and matter, mind relates to matter, matter relates to 

mind and concepts and mind and matter to mind.  

In the Path of Purification (chapter 17) the methods of dependent arising and the method of 

conditional relations are combined in order to explain in detail how ignorance is condition for 

formations, namely for which formation and in which way and so also for other states. (VSM. tr., 

p. 622). It is because (VSM. tr., p.623);” One fruit or many cannot arise from a single cause, nor 

one fruit from many causes. It is useful however to utilize one cause as representative.” 

When a skillful yogi has thus discerned the chains of causes and effects in all real material and 

immaterial phenomena, which are ultimate realities from the point of view of Abhidhamma 

(Paramatthas), he should contemplate the four methods of investigating the law of dependent 

origination to understand it's deep meaning. (See The Path of Purification, chapter 17, p. 675-8). 

1) Ekatta naya — Method of identity.  

There is a single sequential process of nama-rupa in past, present and future. It means that the 

present material and immaterial states that one experience in the processes of cognition are 

related to the past causes, and present causes to the future effects.  

If seen in a correct way, it will remove the nihilistic view (ucchedaditthi 断見), if misunderstood 

it may give rise to an eternalistic view (sassataditthi 常見). In other words the twelve links of the 

dependent origination are but nama rupa and their effects are just nama-rupa complex as well. 

2) Nanatta naya — The method of diversity. 

By distinguishing the individual nama and rupa kalapas and analyzing their component part in 

terms of characteristic, function, manifestation and primary causes, one will realize that in one 

moment of arising and passing away there appear many ultimate realities together with different 

characteristics and functions. If seen correctly it will remove the eternalistic views, if 

misunderstood, it can lead to a nihilistic view. 

3) Abyapara naya — The method of no effort on the part of causes to produce effects. 

Ignorance produces will formations, no matter whether one wills or not provided the causes are 

present and it happens effortlessly on the part of ignorance. Similarly for all the other eleven links 

of the chain of dependent origination. If seen correctly it will remove the wrong view of a true 

self in the five aggregates (attaditthi or satkayaditthi 我見), if misunderstood, it can give rise to a 

rejection of the law of karma (akiriyaditthi 無作見). 

4) Evam dhammata naya — The natural law method. 

Only such things as seeds can produce oil, no sand can do it, similarly only ignorance can 

produce will formations producing a rebirth consciousness and only birth can produce aging and 

death. 

The correct seeing of this law can remove the wrong view of no cause (ahetuka ditthi 無因邪見) 

and no action wrong view (akiriya ditthi — what is done is not done), however if misunderstood, 

it can lead to the wrong view that all is just destiny (niyata vada ditthi). 
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If one wishes to investigate the law of causes and effects in accordance with the method of 24 

causal relations and combine it with the five methods of study the method of dependent 

origination expounded in this lecture, he has to learn by heart all the 24 conditions and how to 

combine them in groups to apply to each and every moment of material and immaterial entities 

appearing in the processes of cognition, which is beyond the scope of introductory teaching. 


